408 Aleene’s Original Tacky Glue $3.75
4 oz.
All purpose white glue. Non-yellowing.

410 Aleene’s Fast Grab Tacky Glue $3.95
4 oz.
Same as the original, but grabs items faster.

418 Aleene’s Clear Tacky Glue $3.50
4 oz.
Works well with heavy braid and fabrics.

10-1 Aleene’s Thick Designer Tacky Glue $4.95
4 oz. Jar.
Super thick for gluing hard to hold objects. Dries Clear.

1298 Earth Friendly Power Glue DISCONTINUED

403 Sobo Glue $3.50
4 oz.
All purpose, fast setting white glue. Good for beading. Dries clear, non-yellowing.

527-R $5.40
2 oz.
Identical properties to the discontinued Bond 527. Sorry no precision tip available.

419 DISCONTINUED

649 GS Hypo Jewelry Cement $5.00
1/3 oz.
Precision applicator tip for fine detail work. Use for flatback jewels, beads, jewelry and more.
S-205  Devcon’s 5 Minute Epoxy  $5.00
1 oz. net wt. tubes.
Same uses as S-209, but smaller sized.

S-209  Devcon’s 5 Minute Epoxy  $19.60
9 oz. net wt. bottles.
Use to glue findings, hinges and eggs to stands. Dries clear and fast.

1303  2 oz E6000 with tip  $4.25  (shown)
1301  .18 oz E6000  $1.00
1302  .5 oz E6000  DISC
Industrial strength craft adhesive

1299  $3.50
Contains 1-.18 oz. each:
Craft, Quick Hold, Amazing Goop & E6000.

1300  $3.50
Contains 2-.18 oz. each:
Quick Hold & E6000.

BS-113  $.49
Extra tip for 1303 & BS112.

BS-112 Maxi-Cure  DISCONTINUED

BS-161 Uncure  DISCONTINUED

802  Gold Leaf Adhesive  $5.80
2 oz. jar - Not only used for gold leafing! Best adhesive for glitter and polyflakes. Slow drying provides more working time.
Glue Applicators

GA-15 Glue Applicator $3.95
Holds 1/2 oz.
Great for applying glue in a fine line for tiny cords. Includes metal tip and pin.

M-412 Monoject - Glue Applicator $1.20
Holds and dispenses white glue, paint, etc. in a fine line.

NT-700 Needle Tip Applicator $2.00
Holds 1 oz.
Use for paint, glitter and more. Snip the tip for desired flow. Air tight cap covers tip to extend product life.

Fill these bottles with your favorite glues for an easier & more precise application.

Textured Mediums

821 Delta’s Decorative Snow DISCONTINUED

SP-407 Aleene’s True Snow $5.85
4 oz. jar - Creates the look and feel of light and fluffy snow. Add polyflakes for a nice sparkle.

528 Liquid Lace 527-T with tip DISCONTINUED

5508 $18.65 - 8 oz.
Liquitex Modeling Paste
A marble paste used to texture and create 3 dimensional forms and lines.

2051 $4.10 - 2 oz.
Use to add dimension & highlights. Clear & non-yellowing.

1541 Petal Porcelin DISCONTINUED
**Sealers**

1296 - $7.95  8 oz. bottle  
1297 - $11.95  16 oz. bottle  
**J’s Complete Coat**  
Use to make decals from paper prints and building up layers for decoupage. Strengthens eggshells and is easily sanded.

1401 - $7.95  8 oz. jar  
1402 - $13.95  16 oz. jar  
**Royal Coat Decoupage Finish**  
Glues and seals all types of paper (color-copies, gift wrap) Builds quickly, fast drying to a hard satin finish.

11201 $6.45  8 oz. bottle  
**Mod Podge Gloss**  
Water base sealer, glue and finish all in one. Provides quick buildup. Sprinkle with a touch of Polyflakes or Glass Flakes for delicate highlights.

817 $7.50  8 oz. bottle  
**Delta Ceramcoat Matte Varnish**  
Provides a soft, satiny, matte finish. Water based for easy clean up. Low odor, Non-toxic.

818 $7.50  8 oz. bottle  
**Delta Ceramcoat Satin Varnish**  
Provides a semi gloss finish.

819 $7.50  8 oz. bottle  
**Delta Ceramcoat Gloss Varnish**  
Provides a high gloss finish. Idea: Decoupage egg with Royal Coat or J’s Coat, then dip or pour 2 coats gloss over egg to achieve a lovely finish.

828 $19.25  8 oz. kit  
**Pour It On Crystal Sheen**  
2 part high gloss clear polymer finish.

826 **Treasure Crystal Coat**  
DISCONTINUED

829 **Pour-On EnviroTex**  
DISCONTINUED

783 $9.65  11.5 oz.  
**FolkArt Pearl Glaze**  
Aerosol - Provides a translucent non-yellowing pearlized finish.

789 $9.65  12 oz.  
**FolkArt Matte Acrylic Sealer**  
Aerosol - A soft subtle, velvety smooth, matte finish. Use as a final finish for decoupage products.

785 $9.65  11 oz.  
**ClearCote Hi-Shine Glaze**  
Aerosol - Brilliant, deep gloss, lacquer-like finish. Concentrated for instant super thick build up.

1461 **Royal Coat Clear Cote Glaze**  
DISCONTINUED
**Duncan Liquid Pearl Paint** - 1 oz squeeze bottle **$2.25 ea.**
Soft Pearlescent paints give a dewy, velvet look and have the luster of real pearls. Golden Liquid pearls have a combination of gold and pearlescence in the color.

| PL-175 | White Mist (shown) | PL-195 | Golden White |

**2222 $18.60 “Soft Touch” - Pastel Chalks w/ Brush**
25 Pastel chalk cakes, individually packaged in plastic boxes. Brush on decoupaged pictures, corian, or acrylic stand with porcelain spray before chalking. Looks Great!

**Old World - Gold Leaf**

**812 Composition Gold Leaf Book** (25 Pages 5 1/2” sq.) **$13.75**
Finest quality german Metal Leafing. Brilliant, rich gold color. Hand hammered, tissue thin.

| 801 Red Base Coat 2 oz. jar | $5.80 |
| 802 Adhesive Size 2 oz. jar | $5.80 |
| 803 Satin Sealer 2 oz. jar | $5.80 |
All are necessary for gold leafing. Directions on each jar.

**Stickles - $2.25 each .5 oz**
Acid free, non-toxic, Glitter Glue with easy flow tip.

### Choice of Colors:

- SGG01751 - DISCONTINUED
- SGG01768 - Candy Cane
- SGG01782 - Crystal
- SGG01799 - Gold
- SGG01805 - Green
- SGG01836 - Icicle
- SGG01843 - Lavender
- SGG01850 - Magenta
- SGG01867 - Patina
- SGG01898 - Xmas Red
- SGG01911 - Silver
- SGG01928 - Starry Night
- SGG01935 - Turquoise
- SGG01942 - Yellow
- SGG09696 - Platinum
- SGG15123 - Black Diamond
- SGG15130 - Orange Peel
- SGG17208 - Diamond
- SGG20578 - Aqua
- SGG20592 - Frosted Lace
- SGG20622 - Star Dust
- SGG20639 - Waterfall